The leading global implementation initiative supporting city makers in developing and emerging countries in the transformation towards sustainable urban mobility.
TUMI - A 3D Approach to Urban Mobility

**Innovation**
- Pilot Projects
  - Supporting innovative pilot projects with measurable impacts
  - Scalable and replicable solutions for sustainable urban mobility

**Knowledge**
- 2000 Urban Leaders
  - Ambitious training initiative
  - Supporting leaders in transformation processes
  - Learning, networking, reflecting
  - Promoting partnerships

**Financial Support**
- Financing
  - Mobilization of more than EUR 1 billion by KfW in cooperation with other donors
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Knowledge & Know-How Scale up urban mobility

Capacity Building
we train urban practitioners and decision makers in sustainable mobility

• Goal: more than 2000 sustainable mobility practitioners and decision makers trained
• Various training formats
• +2 Million € invested
• 2000 people trained (2019)

More than 2000 sustainable mobility leaders trained

+4 Million € invested in TC and pilots
Innovations to Scale up urban mobility

Innovative pilot projects unlocking the potential of digitalization and novel stakeholder constellations

• Hackathons & Accelerator Programmes
• Tactical Urbanism Challenges
• Transport Electrification Pilots

An Annual Competition: The Global Urban Mobility Challenge

Up to EUR 200k grant support for pilot innovations

Partners:

facebook

WhereIsMyTransport

Uber

CISCO
Funds to Scale up urban mobility

Global financial reach through technical and financial cooperation to unlock low-carbon, people-centered large scale urban mobility projects

- € +1Bn invested through KfW, ADB, CAF
- € +30m invested through longer term technical cooperation (Project Prep, Policy & Government Support e.g. SUMPs)
Executive Summary

Capacity Building

- Germany ITF +280 Leaders
- Austria – Academy of Urban Mobility +30 Leaders
- Egypt +60 Leaders
- Senegal +50 Leaders
- Brazil EMDS –180 Leaders
- Ecuador Habitat III –30 Leaders
- Taiwan –30 Leaders
- Thailand –70 Leaders
- Chile –50 Leaders
- Tanzania –10 Leaders
- Phillipines –60 Leaders

Financing

- S Train; Tunis, Tunisia (KfW)
- Metro Line; Quito Ecuador (CAF)
- BRT; Niteroi, Brazil (CAF)
- IST, Huiainan, China (KfW)
- Urban Transport Kochi, India (KfW)
- Light Rail: Buenos Aires, Argentina (CAF)
- Light Rail: Huaian, China (KfW)

+2000 Urban Leaders trained so far

€ 1.4Bn Committed (KfW)
Thank you ...
Daniel Moser
Management Head
Transformative Urban Mobility Initiative

Daniel.Moser@giz.de